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\textbf{Abstract—}Broadcast is a fundamental operation in Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs). A large variety of broadcast algorithms have been proposed. They differ in the way message forwarding between nodes is controlled, and in the level of information about the topology that this control requires. Deployment scenarios for MANETs vary widely, in particular in terms of nodes density and mobility. The choice of an algorithm depends on its expected coverage and energy cost, which are both impacted by the deployment context. In this work, we are interested in the comprehensive comparison of the costs and effectiveness of broadcast algorithms for MANETs depending on target environmental conditions. We describe the results of an experimental study of five algorithms, representative of the main design alternatives. Our study reveals that the best algorithm for a given situation, such as a high density and a stable network, is not necessarily the most appropriate for a different situation such as a sparse and mobile network. We identify the algorithms characteristics that are correlated with these differences and discuss the pros and cons of each design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The advent of the Internet of Things is leading to a revival of interest in mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). A MANET is a mobile network that does not rely on a fixed infrastructure. It is instead a self-configuring network. Nodes connect directly to each other, and there is no guarantee for end-to-end connectivity. The topology of a MANET changes frequently due to the mobility of its participants. Nodes are connected using a wireless network, there is no central entity in charge of routing, and most participants operate on battery-powered devices. Applications based on MANETs\cite{1} range from sensor networks to end-user mobile applications, such as systems for traffic jam prevention or alert dissemination.

Many network functions in MANETs, such as routing, rely on the broadcast operation that delivers a message from a source node to all other nodes in the network. A considerable amount of attention has been spent to provide efficient broadcast algorithms in MANETs\cite{2}--\cite{7}. In particular, their efficiency can be achieved from different perspectives:

- **Maximize coverage.** Ideally, every broadcast message must reach all nodes. Hence, a broadcast algorithm is evaluated from its coverage, i.e. the percentage of nodes that receive a broadcast message.
- **Minimize energy consumption and bandwidth usage.** The amount of energy, processing power and network bandwidth a broadcast algorithm uses have an impact on its efficiency. So the key aim is to provide a maximum coverage while consuming fewer resources.
- **Be mobility-tolerant and density aware.** Additionally, a broadcast algorithm should also cope with mobility patterns under a large variety of scenarios, where the connectivity between nodes is changing constantly.

All these algorithms implement broadcasting with a form of controlled flooding. Since the transmission range of a source node is typically much smaller than the area of communication, broadcasting is achieved by forward messages between nodes. Broadcast algorithms for MANETs mostly differ in the way they control this forwarding operation. Particularly, the control happens in space and time by deciding which nodes should forward a message and when this operation should take place. Algorithms can also be distinguished based on their use of, or independence from, knowledge about the network topology, nodes locations, and network status. Broadcast algorithms are largely influenced by external factors such as the density of the network, and the mobility rate of nodes. The performance of broadcast protocols has been studied individually\cite{8}, \cite{9} and extensive work have been done on their classification\cite{10}, \cite{11}. However, and to the best of our knowledge, there is still no comprehensive experimental comparison of existing solutions that would allow an understanding of different broadcast algorithms under different deployment scenarios.

**Contributions.** We aim to explore the relative performance and costs of representative broadcast algorithms for MANETs in a variety of deployment conditions, in order to ease the task of selecting the most appropriate algorithm for a given situation. In addition to simple flooding, we consider four algorithms that are representative of their class:

- **The CDS-based** approach builds a source-independent approximation of the minimum Connected Dominating Set (CDS)\cite{4}. The CDS uses a subset of the nodes as relays, while other nodes are pure receivers.
- **MPR (Multipoint Relaying)** also uses a subset of nodes as relays but employs heuristics aiming at minimizing their number\cite{3}.
- **ABBA (Area Based Beacon less Algorithm)** controls the dissemination process in time, by setting up timers that must elapse with no duplicate reception to trigger the forwarding\cite{2}.
- **ProbFlood** is a probabilistic approach where the likelihood
of forwarding a message is proportional to the measured local density around each node [5].

Our study aims at helping practitioners deciding what is the most appropriate algorithm for a given deployment scenario. We show that there is no one-size-fits-all to broadcast in MANETs. Our categorization of algorithms can also form the basis of an adaptive broadcast approach that would change its behavior at runtime based on contextual information.

II. BACKGROUND

A straightforward approach to broadcast is simple flooding. When one host receives a broadcast message \( m \) for the first time, it is forwarded; the reception of further copies of \( m \) are ignored. This approach suffers from a number of drawbacks and in particular from the broadcast storm problem [12] where nodes forward every new message at least once. The communication medium rapidly becomes saturated, increasing the likelihood of collisions and message loss.

The lack of a central authority in MANETs implies that broadcast algorithms, aiming at improving over simple flooding, must both remain fully distributed, and rely only on local data available at each node. Ruiz and Bouvry have surveyed extensively such solutions [10]. The authors define a taxonomy to classify state-of-the-art algorithms based on the way they control message forwarding. From this work, we have selected the four most representative algorithms, two algorithms that are topology aware, and two others that are context aware.

A. Topology-based algorithms

A first class of broadcast algorithms uses an underlying topology, or backbone, which is a subset of nodes in charge of forwarding messages. Nodes out of the backbone acts solely as message receivers. For instance, Figure 1 depicts a network of nodes where \( A \) starts the dissemination. To reach 100% coverage, nodes \( B \) and \( C \) must form the backbone. The complexity of a topology-based algorithm is in the construction of this topology, formally known as a Connected Dominating Set (CDS). Nodes must be partitioned such that they either belong to the CDS or are in range of one of its nodes. In this study, we consider two topology-based algorithms: Multipoint Relaying (MPR) [3] and CDS-based [4]. Both require the periodic exchange of control messages between nodes in order to build the overlay.

a) MPR: The CDS obtained in [3] is called a Multipoint Relay (MPR) set. Nodes start with an empty MPR set but having the knowledge of their one-hop and two-hop neighbors, represented by \( N \) and \( N^2 \) respectively. This knowledge is built from the previous exchanges of control messages. The procedure to determine relay nodes proceeds in two steps. First, any one-hop neighbor \( n \in N \) will be selected for inclusion in the MPR if \( n \) is an unique neighbor of any other node in \( N^2 \). Second, while the current MPR set does not cover all nodes in \( N^2 \), the algorithm iterates over each remaining neighbor \( n \in N \) and counts how many two-hop neighbors \( n \) would cover. \( n \) is selected as a relay node only if it allows covering two-hop neighbors that are not already chosen. Figure 1 shows the steps taken by a node \( A \) to compute its MPR set. Once \( A \) receives its one-hop and two-hop neighbors, node \( B \) is marked as a relay node as it is the unique neighbor of \( F \), in application of the first rule. The second rule indicates that node \( C \) must be part of the MPR set, because the number of covered two-hop neighbors (here, two) is bigger than those neighbors covered by \( G \) (here, zero).

b) CDS-based technique: The decentralized algorithm in [4] first approximates the CDS using a marking procedure. Then, it proceeds to the minimization of the number of relay nodes. As for MPR, the knowledge of one-hop and two-hop neighbors is required. The marking procedure consist of identifying unconnected neighbors. If node \( n \) realizes that a pair of its neighbors is not connected, it marks itself as a forwarding node. For instance, in Figure 1 \( A \) would mark itself as a relay node because nodes \( B \) and \( G \) are not connected. To reduce the number of elements in the CDS obtained by the marking procedure, authors in [4] take into consideration either the degree of nodes or the remaining energy in nodes’ batteries. We chose the former approach to be fair in the comparison with MPR, which does not take the energy level into account. Our implementation of the CDS-based technique follows the rules 2 and 2a described in [4].

B. Context-aware and context-oblivious algorithms

The periodic exchange of control messages, required in topology-based algorithms to build the CDS overlay, results in a high probability of collisions, and inherently implies loss of messages. Moreover, when nodes move, the frequency at which these messages are sent must increase in order to maintain up-to-date topological information and henceforth a correct set of forwarding nodes. To overcome the aforementioned issue, we consider now context-aware algorithms, which are a second class of protocols. Such protocols do not require building virtual overlays. Forwarding decisions are based on metadata associated to nodes. Metadata informations are piggybacked with broadcast messages themselves.

a) ABBA: in the Area-Based Beacon-less Algorithm [2], the flooding process is controlled in both space and time. This algorithm requires nodes to know their physical location and their transmission range \( T_x \). The reception area of node \( N \) can be seen as a circle \( C_x \) with radius \( T_x \) centered at node’s position. When \( N \) receives a message \( M \) part of \( C_x \) perimeter is covered, \( N \) then sets a timeout that is inversely proportional to the length of the covered perimeter. In other words, higher
TABLE I: Survey of evaluation criteria used in different performance studies. In the second column, CS stands for comparison study and NBA for New Broadcast Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Many protocols</th>
<th>Comp. to flooding</th>
<th>Many classes</th>
<th>Many densities</th>
<th>Mobility</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Net. load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yi et al. [8] CS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garbinato et al. [9] CS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni et al. [12] NBA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEMPR [6] NBA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stoimenovici et al. [7]NBA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWMA [13] NBA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FNSB [14] NBA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPR [1] NBA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartigny et al. [5] NBA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBA [2] NBA</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The length of the covered perimeter for \( M \) is, shorter the time to wait to forward \( M \) is. New receptions of \( M \) result in updating the timeout, with one exception. If \( C_x \) perimeter is totally covered then the retransmission of \( M \) is canceled.

b) Probabilistic flooding: such algorithms use both information about one-hop neighbors, and a probabilistic approach to forwarding [5]. Messages are retransmitted based on nodes degree. This differs from the canonical probabilistic approaches where every node in the network has the same probability of retransmitting messages without taking into account nodes degree. The probability of retransmitting a message decreases as the number of neighbors on each node increases.

III. RELATED WORK

Previous works and studies of broadcast algorithms for MANETs can be categorized in two classes: evaluations in the context of the proposal of new broadcast algorithms (NBA), and performance comparison studies (CS). Table I summarizes the related work (RW). The first column “Study” lists all the RW that we have considered, tagged with either NBA or CS accordingly. For each RW, the column “Many protocols” shows whether the related work compares more than one protocol. In the next column, we indicate if each RW has been compared to the simple flooding scheme (“Comp. to flooding”). Further, the “Many classes” column indicates if the RW is compared either with other protocols that belongs to the same class or not. Then, the columns “Many densities”, “Mobility”, and “Energy” highlight if each RW takes into account respectively the impact of network density, mobility and energy consumption. Finally, the last column shows whether the overhead on the communication medium has been measured. Such a measurement matters as the amount of collisions and the performance of broadcast is directly linked to the amount of sent and received messages on the medium, including retransmissions.

In their seminal work, Ni et al. [12] identify the drawbacks of using basic flooding to perform broadcast. The authors propose different algorithms that, by construction, outperform simple flooding. Hence, they do not consider simple flooding in their evaluation. This is a common pattern in evaluating broadcast algorithms. The third column in Table I shows that most of the studies avoid considering simple flooding on their evaluation. However, as illustrated in [8], comparing a broadcast algorithm against simple flooding is more than relevant as soon as metrics like mobility are taken into account. Interestingly, most studies only consider comparisons among protocols belonging to the same class. For instance, authors only compare algorithms that build a CDS in [6], others authors only compare algorithms based on the construction of cluster-based algorithms in [15], and finally, only probabilistic approaches with context awareness are considered in [5]. Additionally, in [13] the authors only compare algorithms that build a tree by varying the transmission range.

There are, nevertheless, some studies that compare protocols from different classes. Previous work compare probabilistic and area-based algorithms [9], [12]; while some studies evaluate the construction of CDS-based and cluster-based topologies [7], [14]. When considering power consumption, many studies do not measure the cost of building and maintaining the underlying topology. They take only in consideration the propagation of broadcast messages. In fact, Table I shows that most studies do not measure energy consumption at all. Other variables such as mobility and how it affects the performance of algorithms are seldom evaluated.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIO

Our experiments are inspired by the scenario of a crowd of humans carrying portable communication devices (e.g., phones) in an area with no infrastructure connectivity. The dissemination of information from one individual to all the others is critical, and uses ad-hoc connections between devices. Our evaluation of broadcast algorithms for MANETs is mainly driven by two factors: network density and nodes mobility. We describe in the following the parameters used in our study.

Simulator. We rely on OMNET++4.6/INET3.3, a simulation framework for the evaluation of networking algorithms [16]. This tool provides a full implementation of the IEEE 802.11g standard. In addition, it contains models for the mobility of nodes and for energy consumption.

Communication Scenario. Simulated participants use their devices to broadcast messages without external coordination and may attempt to do so at nearly the same time. We set our experiments to perform 100 broadcast messages. The frequency between broadcasts is 0.5s. The source of each message is randomly selected. The content of each message is randomly generated, unique and with a length of 32 Bytes.

Nodes Density. We are interested in generating scenarios with different nodes densities. We consider three parameters: the transmission range (Tx), the map size and the number of nodes. As shown in [17], the dependency between these parameters allows us to build networks with a given density, by using random geometric graphs. In our experiments, all nodes have a Tx of 20 m.\(^1\) The number of nodes \( N \) is fixed to 500. To

\(^1\)Theoretically, IEEE 802.11 allows communication in a range between 20 and 140 meters, depending on the line of sight. Previous empirical tests show that it can be between 20 and 30 m in indoor or crowded places [9].
create a network with a given density, we set Tx and N and compute the map size. Then, we generate a laying on the map by using random geometric graphs. We instantiate 8 networks of 500 nodes each and set the densities to 5, 10, . . . , 40 nodes, a range of values that is frequently found in the literature. This leads to a map size ranging from 125 x 125m to 354 x 354m.

Mobility. We use the truncated-levy walk (LW) mobility model, as it characterizes well the mobility traces of humans carrying wireless devices [18]. This model generates traces composed of frequent short walks and occasional rides to distant locations. We define two scenarios: One without mobility (static) and another with mobility (dynamic) at a walking speed of 1.4 m/s – based on an estimation of the preferred walking speed [19]. We generate the dynamic scenario starting from the static one and applying the mobility based on the model. We check that the network remains connected for the duration of the experiment, or discard the data and regenerate using a new random seed.

Energy Settings. This metric depends on the wireless communication chip used. We model power consumption using the specifications of a commercial chip found in modern mobile devices. We use Broadcom BCM4329 chip [20], which supports Wi-Fi 802.11g on the 2.4 GHz frequency band. Its energy consumption per operation modes is as follows: sleep (648 nW), listen (244.8 mW), receive (295.2 mW), transmit (1206 mW). These values are used for the StateBasedEnergyConsumer consumption model integrated with INET.

Algorithm-specific parameters. The behavior of each protocol depends on its parameters, for which we favor values previously reported in the literature. For instance, we use 0.5s as the hello time for MPR, ProbFlood and CDS-based. In the case of ABBA, we use 0.3s as the maximum waiting time. Finally, for ProbFlood we use k = 15 and σ = 1.

Simulation time. As mentioned in Section II, some algorithms first need to build a topology. To guarantee that the first broadcast message is properly handled by all protocols, we set an initial warm-up period of 5s, allowing CDS-based algorithms to perform this initial construction. The total simulation time is then 10 + δt x M, where δt is the interval between broadcast messages and M is the number of scheduled messages.

V. EVALUATION

In Section IV we described the scenarios used to evaluate broadcast algorithms. In this section, we present the results of our experiments with and without mobility and over different nodes densities. Our results are expressed in terms of the following metrics:

- Saved Rebroadcasts (SRE) – the number of forwarding we avoid by using a given algorithm instead of simple flooding.
- Duplicate messages – the number of times one broadcast message is received again after its first reception.
- Coverage – the percentage of nodes that successfully receive a broadcast message at least once.
- Energy consumption – the energy consumed by nodes for the broadcast of all messages and, when applicable, for the construction and maintenance of the overlay.

A. Network overhead

The proportion of SRE and duplicate messages determine to which extent the communication medium is saturated. Figure 2(a) shows the SRE in static scenarios, where MPR outperforms all other protocols. However, the difference between MPR and other algorithms decreases as the density increases. Interestingly, ABBA avoids retransmissions more efficiently than the CDS-based technique, for densities above 10. This pattern was expected in higher densities because ABBA cancels retransmissions and outperforms CDS-based by 10%. Figure 2(c) presents dynamic scenarios, where we observe that mobility affects the performance of topology-based algorithms. Indeed, the virtual topologies quickly becomes out of date due to the constant changes in nodes neighborhoods. ABBA maintains its robustness in these dynamic conditions but the power and communication cost of obtaining GPS coordinates is not considered.

The Proportion of Duplicate Messages (PDM) per algorithm is shown in Figures 2(b), 2(d) as a distribution with whiskers. In general, the lower the PDM is, the better the use of the medium is too. However, when PDM is compared against SRE, the occurrence of collisions also affects message receptions. For instance, using simple flooding with a density of 30, nodes receive at most 10 duplicated messages instead of 30. Our results in PDM confirm that MPR avoids saturation in all scenarios.

B. Power Consumption

The amount of received and sent messages impacts power consumption due to the mode changes the radio chip must perform. Broadcast and control messages both influence this energy consumption. However, the network saturation in nodes vicinities influences energy consumption due to the way the MAC layer works. In CSMA, nodes keep sending messages until receivers reply with an acknowledgment message. This strategy increases network reliability but also energy consumption. Figures 3(b) and 3(d) show energy consumption in static and dynamic scenarios using violin plots to present the full distribution. We only show these densities with a significant change in energy consumption. We observe that simple flooding consumes more energy in all scenarios. MPR always outperforms other approaches when there is no mobility. This is consistent with the results depicted in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) where nodes send/receive fewer messages. ABBA and ProbFlood do not show a single value of density where these algorithms behave better than MPR. This indicates that the cost of the control messages is worth in terms of power consumption when there is no mobility. On the other hand, when nodes moves Figure 3(d) shows a different behavior. ABBA outperforms MPR when the density is between 5 to 15. It is only when the density is greater than 20 that MPR becomes competitive again. In correlation with Figures 2(c) and 2(d), we notice that nodes send less messages with ABBA than with MPR. Given that the latter cannot maintain a completely up-to-date backbone, it seems to fail in reducing the number of relay nodes.
Fig. 2: Overload of wireless communication through SRE and duplicate messages.

Fig. 3: Power consumption and node Coverage per algorithm

C. Coverage

Figures 3(a) and 3(c) depict the coverage for the studied algorithms in both static and dynamic scenarios. Some approaches fail to broadcast messages in configurations with low density because the network is connected by a single node in some partitions. In particular, ABBA and MPR are subject to this situation. We can also see that ABBA tends to fail with different values of density, although far less than topology-based approaches. Indeed, since the location of each node changes continuously, ABBA occasionally fails in computing the covered area; as a consequence, some messages are not delivered. This is consistent with the observations in [8], [9].

VI. DISCUSSION

Table II summarizes our results. It has the form of a set of rules that allows to choose an appropriate broadcast algorithm for a given deployment scenario. For instance, when there is no mobility, it is better to use MPR, no matter the density. As our experiments show, in such scenarios MPR consumes less energy, guarantees good coverage and uses efficiently the medium.

The rules for deployment scenarios with mobility at walking speed are more complex, as they take into account other external parameters such as the density. To suggest an algorithm, we
first aim at increasing coverage, then the energy consumption and we consider that the medium usage is the least important of the metrics. For that reason, we suggest simple flooding when the density is very low. Finally, the results show that MPR and ABBA are good alternatives when there is mobility and the density is close to 10. Although for walking speed ABBA is outperformed by CDS-based protocols, it is worth considering it as the main alternative for scenarios where nodes move at higher speeds.

VII. PERSPECTIVES

Our experiments show that parameters such as mobility and density strongly impact the performance of broadcast algorithms. Interestingly, these parameters can be monitored at runtime. For instance, nodes can detect the density in their vicinity by sending control messages or by monitoring surrounding traffic. Likewise, mobile devices are often equipped with positioning systems and/or accelerometers to sense the movement of nodes. The next step is using the knowledge of the performance of various protocols in different contexts, to drive an adaptive overlay for disseminating messages. In our vision, a monitoring process provides data to a management layer that decides which approach a node should use to disseminate messages. The main challenge in this case is replacing the algorithm used at runtime without losing any message. Fortunately, most dissemination protocols do not require keeping a complex state on each node. Hence, we think that they are interchangeable while keeping strong guarantees on message delivery.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Selecting what is the appropriate broadcast algorithm for a given MANET deployment scenario is a daunting task. The performance of a given approach depends on its deployment context. This makes hard to find the right balance between reliability and efficiency. The contribution of our work is to provide a comparison of the effectiveness of broadcast algorithms for MANETs that helps making an informed choice between protocols based on their target deployment scenarios. Our study reveals that the best algorithm for a given situation, such as a static network, is not the best for other scenarios where there is for instance lots of mobility. More specifically, we have compared five representative algorithms in different scenarios that we describe in terms of network density and node mobility. The results obtained allow us to identify what characteristics of these approaches are correlated to a certain performance outcome. Using this information, we can identify what are the algorithms that better match the studied deployment scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobility</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Suggestion</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>MPR</td>
<td>Fewer control messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>simple flooding</td>
<td>Best coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>MPR and ABBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
<td>15+</td>
<td>CDS-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Rules on which broadcast algorithm to use in different deployment scenarios.
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